Heat potentiation of radiation damage versus radiation potentiation of heat damage.
The enhanced lethality of mammalian cells after combined treatment with hyperthermia and radiation is usually attributed to heat potentiation of radiation damage. However, it has been suggested that the situation may be reversed and that radiation may act as a modifier for heat damage. To test this hypothesis, BP-8 murine sarcoma cells were subjected to sequential radiation and heat treatments and the kinetics and extent of cell death were evaluated with the [125I]-iododeoxyuridine prelabeling assay. Cell death after heating was rapid and essentially complete within 2 days after heat exposure, whereas radiation death was slow and became apparent only after a delay period of 3 days. Combined exposure of cells to radiation and heat caused a pronounced increase in the delayed component of cell death, that is, the radiation component of death. Irradiation of cells before heating did not change the early heat component of cell death even in cells that were exposed to massive radiation doses of up to 300 Gy prior to heating. These results indicate that the increased cell death observed in hyperthermia/radiation-treated cells results from heat potentiation of radiation damage, not radiation potentiation of heat damage.